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Abstract
Today companies are investing in enabling their workforce to have a secure connection to the resources hosted
in the data center or public cloud. This design guide addresses a specific use case of remote access VPN
connection covered in the SAFE Internet Edge Architecture Guide. The design for remote access VPN
connections includes Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client, Cisco Duo, Cisco Umbrella and Cisco
Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) for Endpoints. These components are discussed later in the document.

Components of secure remote worker solution

Internet edge is an essential segment in the enterprise network, where the corporate network meets the public
Internet. The SAFE Model identifies the Internet edge as one of the places in the network (PINs). SAFE simplifies
complexity across the enterprise by implementing a model that focuses on the areas that a company must
secure. This model treats each area holistically, focusing on today’s threats and the capabilities needed to
secure each area against those threats. Cisco has deployed, tested, and validated critical designs. These
solutions provide guidance and best practices that ensure effective, secure remote access to the resources.

Target Audience
This design guide provides best practices and recommended solutions for remote workers accessing resources
hosted in the data center or the public cloud. This document brings together a solution that includes
Anyconnect Mobility Client, Duo, Umbrella and AMP for Endpoints to protect remote access workers even when
the user is on an untrusted network.
The target audience is the architect or design engineer responsible for designing a secure remote worker
solution. The details for the implementation engineer will be provided in a future update to this design guide.

SAFE Architecture Introduction
Remote worker access enterprise resources using Internet connection protected by remote access VPN
(RAVPN) or protected https session. Internet edge is an essential segment in the enterprise network, where the
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corporate network meets the public Internet. The SAFE Model identifies the Internet edge as one of the places
in the network (PINs). SAFE simplifies complexity across the enterprise by implementing a model that focuses
on the areas that a company must secure. This model treats each area holistically, focusing on today’s threats
and the capabilities needed to secure each area against those threats. Cisco has deployed, tested, and
validated critical designs. These solutions provide guidance and best practices that ensure effective, secure
remote access to the resources.

The key to SAFE organizes the complexity of holistic security into PINs and Secure Domain

The Internet edge is the highest-risk PIN because it is the primary ingress for public traffic and the primary
egress point to the Internet. Simultaneously, it is the critical resource that businesses need in today’s Internetbased economy. SAFE matches up defensive capabilities against the categories of threats today. SAFE
simplifies security by starting with business flows, then addressing their respective threats with corresponding
security capabilities, architectures, and designs. SAFE provides guidance that is holistic and understandable.
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SAFE Architecture and Design Guides

More information about how Cisco SAFE simplifies security, along with this and other Cisco Validated Designs
(CVD), can be found here.

Secure Remote Worker Business Flows
SAFE uses the concept of business flows to simplify the identification of threats, and this enables the selection
of capabilities necessary to protect them. Secure Remote Worker has remote users accessing applications
hosted in the secured environment.
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The Secure Remote Worker Business Flow

Threat Capabilities
A secure remote worker is simplified using foundational, access, and business capability groups. Each flow
requires the foundational group. Additional business activity risks need appropriate controls as shown in the
figure 5. User and Device capabilities are located where the flow originates from a remote worker to data
center, cloud, and colocation (Colo). For more information regarding capability groups, refer to the SAFE
Overview Guide.

Threat capabilities for Remote Workers

Cisco Overview
Cisco Secure AnyConnect Mobility Client supports the following devices and modules to extend security to a
remote worker.
License

Functionality

Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (Physical and Virtual)

VPN Gateway / VPN concentrator

Cisco Next-Generation Firewall (Physical and Virtual)

VPN Gateway / VPN concentrator

Cisco Secure Anyconnect Mobility Client

VPN Client

Cisco Umbrella Roaming Security Module for AnyConnect

DNS layer security and IP layer enforcement

Cisco Duo

2FA & SAML

Cisco AMP enabler for AnyConnect Mobility Client

Protection against Malware

Above mentioned devices and modules are in scope for this document.
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Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (Physical & Virtual Appliance)
The Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA) is a security appliance that protects corporate networks and data
centers. It provides users with highly secure access to data and network resources - anytime, anywhere. The
remote users can use Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client on the endpoints to securely connect to the
resources hosted in the Data Center or the Cloud. The Cisco ASA is available in the following form factors:
●

Physical Appliance (ASA 5500 Series and ASA on Firepower 1000, 2000, 4000, & 9000 Series)

●

Virtual ASA (ASAv)
◦ Cisco ASA on VMware hypervisor
◦ Cisco ASA on KVM hypervisor
◦ Cisco ASA on Microsoft Hyper-V
◦ Cisco ASA in AWS (C3/C4/M4 Instances and C5 Intro Instances)
◦ Cisco ASA in Azure
◦ Cisco ASA on UCS-E blade on ISR

Cisco Next-Generation Firewall / Firepower Threat Defense (Physical & Virtual
Appliance)
The Cisco Firepower NGFW helps you prevent breaches, get visibility to stop threats fast, and automate
operations to save time. A next-generation firewall (NGFW) is a network security device that provides
capabilities beyond a traditional, stateful firewall by adding capabilities like application visibility and control,
Next-Generation IPS, URL filtering, and Advanced Malware Protection (AMP).
The Cisco is available in the following form factors:
●

Physical Appliance (ASA 5500-X Series Firewalls, Firepower 1000, 2000, 4000, and 9000 Series)

●

Next-Generation Firewall Virtual (NGFWv / FTDv)
◦ Cisco NGFWv on VMware hypervisor
◦ Cisco NGFWv on KVM hypervisor
◦ Cisco NGFWv in AWS (C3/C4/M4 Instances and C5 Intro Instances)
◦ Cisco NGFWv in Azure
◦ Cisco NGFWv on UCS-E blade on ISR
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Cisco Umbrella Roaming Security Module
The Cisco Umbrella Roaming Security module for Cisco AnyConnect provides always-on security on any
network, anywhere, any time — both on and off your corporate VPN. The Roaming Security module enforces
security at the DNS layer to block malware, phishing, and command and control callbacks over any port.
Umbrella provides real-time visibility into all internet activity per hostname both on and off your network or VPN.
License requirement to enable Umbrella Roaming Security Module:
License

Functionality

Cisco Umbrella Roaming service

Basic DNS-layer security

Cisco Umbrella services
(DNS Security Essentials, DNS Security
Advantage, or SIG Essentials)

Basic DNS-layer security

Cisco Umbrella subscriptions

IP enforcement, intelligent proxy for URL blocks, multiple policies,
robust reporting, AD integration, and more

The same Umbrella Roaming Security module is used regardless of the subscription. Subscription is required to
enable features.

Cisco Umbrella Roaming Security Module

Cisco AMP Enabler
AnyConnect AMP Enabler is used as a medium for deploying Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) for
Endpoints. It pushes the AMP for Endpoints software to a subset of endpoints from a server hosted locally
within the enterprise and installs AMP services to its existing user base. This approach provides AnyConnect
user base administrators with an additional security agent that detects potential malware threats happening in
the network, removes those threats, and protects the enterprise from compromise. It saves bandwidth and time
taken to download, requires no changes on the portal side, and can be done without authentication credentials
being sent to the endpoint. AnyConnect AMP Enabler protects the user both on and off the network or VPN.
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Cisco AMP Enabler

Cisco Duo
Cisco Duo integrates with Cisco ASA or Cisco Firepower Threat Defense (FTD) VPN to add two-factor
authentication for AnyConnect logins. Duo supports two-factor authentication in a variety of ways:
ASA-SSL VPN using SAML: With this configuration, end-users experience the interactive Duo prompt when
using the Cisco AnyConnect Mobility Client for VPN. The interactive MFA prompt gives users the ability to view
all available authentication device options and select which one to use. This administrator gets insight into the
devices connecting to the VPN and applies Duo policies such as health requirements or access policies for
different networks (authorized networks, anonymous networks, or geographical locations as determined by IP
address) when using the AnyConnect Mobility Client. Primary authentication and Duo MFA occur at the identity
provider, not at the ASA itself.
ASA SSL VPN using RADIUS: With this configuration, end users receive an automatic push or phone call for
multi-factor authentication after submitting their primary credentials using the AnyConnect Mobility Client or
clientless SSL VPN via browser. This configuration supports Duo policies for different networks (authorized
networks, anonymous networks, or geographical locations as determined by IP address) when using the
AnyConnect client.
ASA SSL VPN using LDAPS: When using this option with the clientless SSL VPN, end users experience the
interactive Duo prompt in the browser. The AnyConnect client does not show the Duo prompt, and instead adds
a second password field to the regular AnyConnect login screen where the user enters the word “push” for Duo
Push, the word “phone” for a phone call, or a one-time passcode. This configuration does not support IP-based
network policies or device health requirements when using the AnyConnect client.
FTD VPN using RADIUS: Choose this option for Cisco Firepower Threat Defense (FTD) Remote Access VPN.
With this configuration, end users receive an automatic push or phone call for multi-factor authentication after
submitting their primary credentials using the AnyConnect Mobility Client or clientless SSL VPN via browser.
Users may append a different factor selection to their password entry. This configuration supports Duo policies
for different networks (authorized networks, anonymous networks, or geographical locations as determined by
IP address) when using the AnyConnect client.
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Cisco Duo

Secure Remote Worker Architecture
Today more and more organizations are embracing remote access workers and transforming their networks
from data center to multi-cloud. In recent years, a multi-cloud environment is changing the way application are
deployed and accessed. The remote workers are now working remotely from home, cafes, or when they are
traveling. This transformation needs a robust security solution for remote workers when they are on or off the
trusted network.
The secure remote worker solution includes the powerful tools for extending security to the remote workers:
●

Cisco ASA is a VPN concentrator that terminates IPsec or SSL VPN connections

●

Cisco Next-Generation Firewalls (NGFW) with Firepower Threat Defense (FTD) is a VPN concentrator
that terminates IPsec or SSL VPN connections

●

Cisco Secure AnyConnect Mobility Client is a VPN client for enabling a secure connection to the data
center or cloud

●

Umbrella roaming security module for AnyConnect Mobility Client provides DNS layer security and IP
enforcement when the user is on or off the trusted network

●

Cisco AMP enabler is a module for AnyConnect Mobility Client that protects against malware

●

Cisco Duo provides two-factor authentication for remote users and applications
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Remote worker in a multi-cloud environment

When a remote worker is connected to VPN using Cisco Secure AnyConnect Mobility Client, the user traffic is
encrypted using IPsec or SSL. AnyConnect clients also extend DNS security, AMP protection, and Duo two
factor authentication.
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Remote worker connected to the network

When a remote worker is not connected to VPN, the "Umbrella Roaming Security Module" and "AMP enabler”
module still protects the roaming user.
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Remote worker on internet

Secure Remote Worker Solution (Use-cases)
Remote worker accessing resources in the Data Center
Internet Edge has Cisco ASA or NGFW in high availability or clustering, providing a remote access VPN
functionality. These firewalls support both IPsec and SSL VPN for remote workers for a secure connection back
to the datacenter. The physical and virtual Cisco firewall supports the native VPN load balancing (discussed
later in the document).

Remote worker connected to Data Center
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Remote user accessing hybrid cloud resources
The remote workers may need to access the resources hosted in Colocation (Colo) or Hybrid Cloud. Remote
workers can access Colo resources by connecting to the Data Center or connecting directly to the
virtual/physical firewalls hosted in the Colo.
When the remote user is connected to the Colo resource via the Data Center, it adds additional latency because
of an additional hop. It is recommended to access cloud resources directly by terminating a VPN in the cloud.

Remote worker accessing Colo resources via Data Center firewall
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Remote worker connected to Colo firewalls

Remote user accessing AWS and Azure resources
Cisco ASA and NGFW firewalls are available in the AWS and Azure marketplace. These virtual firewalls can be
instantiated in the cloud to protect VPC/vNET and terminated the remote access VPN.
Remote workers can terminate IPsec or SSL VPN directly on Cisco ASAv/NGFWv deployed in the public cloud
environment to access cloud resources.
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Remote access VPN termination on firewalls deployed in AWS

Remote access VPN termination on firewalls deployed in Azure
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Device Resiliency and VPN load balancing
Firewall HA, Clustering and VPN Load Balancing
Cisco ASA supports High Availability (active/standby and active/active) and clustering to provide device
redundancy. In addition to device high availability, it also natively supports VPN load balancing for RAVPN. Load
balancing is the ability to have Cisco VPN Clients shared across multiple Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA)
units without user intervention. Load-balancing ensures that the public IP address is highly available to users.
For example, if the Cisco ASA that services the public IP address fails, another ASA in the cluster assumes the
public IP address.
Prerequisites for VPN load balancing:
●

You have assigned IP addresses on your ASAs and configured the default gateway

●

IPsec is configured on the ASAs for the VPN Client users

●

VPN users are able to connect to all ASAs with the use of their individually assigned public IP address
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Remote access VPN termination on ASA (native VPN load balancing)

Cisco NGFW supports High Availability (active/standby) and clustering to provide device redundancy. VPN load
balancing is implemented by using an external DNS based load balancing similar to the one mentioned in the
AWS and Azure section. You can also use third party load balancers to load balance VPN on NGFW.

Remote access VPN termination on NGFW (HA, and VPN load balancing using LB or DNS)

Cisco ASAv and NGFWv on hypervisors support high availability (private cloud and ASAv HA in Azure). VPN
load balancing on ASAv is implemented using a native VPN load balancing feature of ASAv or using an external
DNS based load balancing.
Cisco NGFWv does not natively support VPN load balancing, and it relies on an external DNS based load
balancing or a load balancer.
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Remote access VPN termination on ASAv and NGFWv (HA, and VPN Load Balancing)

Firewall VPN Load Balancing in AWS using DNS (Route 53)
The Cisco ASAv and NGFWv do not support native firewall feature such as HA, clustering, and VPN load
balancing because of Layer 2 abstraction. It is recommended to deploy firewalls at the edge for VPN
termination and use DNS based load balancing of remote VPN users.
Amazon Route 53 is a highly available and scalable cloud Domain Name System (DNS) web service. It is
designed to provide a device health check. In the event of a failure, AWS Route 53 removes a faulty firewall
from the load balancing pool.
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DNS based remote access VPN load balancing in AWS

Firewall VPN Load Balancing in Azure using DNS (Azure DNS)
The Cisco ASAv and NGFWv do not support native firewall feature such as HA, clustering, and VPN load
balancing because of Layer 2 abstraction. Cisco ASAv supports (active/standby) using the HA agent on ASAv. It
is recommended to deploy firewalls at the edge for VPN termination and use DNS based load balancing of
remote VPN users.
Azure DNS service is a highly available and scalable cloud Domain Name System (DNS) service.
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DNS based remote access VPN load balancing in Azure

Key capabilities and features
Static Split Tunnel vs Dynamic Split Tunnel
The default behavior of a VPN client is to tunnel all traffic. The client sends everything through the tunnel unless
the split tunnel is defined. Split tunnels are of two types static and dynamic.

Remote employee accessing resources hosted in the datacenter (tunnel-all)

Static Split Tunnel
Static split tunneling involves defining the IP addresses of hosts and networks that should be included in or
excluded from the remote access VPN tunnel. The limitation of the static split tunnel is that it is based on IP
addresses defined in the split tunnel ACL. You can enhance split tunneling by defining dynamic split tunneling.
access-list stunnel standard permit IP 10.1.0.0 255.255.0.0
group-policy vpn-user attributes
split-tunnel-network-list value stunnel

The above configuration pushes the route for 10.1.0.0 255.255.0.0 network to the VPN client. The VPN client
only sends traffic for 10.1.0.0/16 through the tunnel. Traffic not destined for 10.1.0.0/16 network is not part of
the VPN tunnel.
FTD configuration example for split tunnel: Link
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Traffic destined for 10.1.0.0/16 is sent through the VPN tunnel, other traffic is exempted from VPN
tunnel

Dynamic Split Tunnel
With dynamic split tunneling, you can fine-tune split tunneling based on DNS domain names. Because the IP
addresses associated with full-qualified domain names (FQDN) can change or simply differ based on region,
defining split tunneling based on DNS names provides a more dynamic definition of which traffic should, or
should not, be included in the remote access VPN tunnel. If any addresses returned for excluded domain names
are within the address pool included in the VPN, those addresses will then be excluded. Excluded domains are
not blocked. Instead, traffic to those domains is kept outside the VPN tunnel.
For example: you could send traffic to Cisco WebEx, salesforce and Office365 on the public Internet, thus
freeing bandwidth in your VPN tunnel for traffic that is targeted to servers within your protected network.
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Dynamic split tunnel applied (exclude traffic destined to excluded domains)

Cisco ASA natively supports a "dynamic split-tunnel" feature. On the Cisco Next-Generation firewall, the
dynamic split tunnel feature is configured using Flex-Config.

VPN always on
Always-On operation prevents access to Internet resources when the computer is not on a trusted network,
unless a VPN session is active. Enforcing the VPN to always be on in this situation protects the computer from
security threats.
When Always-On is enabled, it establishes a VPN session automatically after the user logs in and upon
detection of an untrusted network. The VPN session remains open until the user logs out of the computer, or
the session timer or idle session timer (specified in the ASA group policy) expires. AnyConnect continually
attempts to reestablish the connection to reactivate the session if it is still open; otherwise, it continually
attempts to establish a new VPN session.
When Always-On is enabled in the VPN Profile, AnyConnect protects the endpoint by deleting all the other
downloaded AnyConnect profiles and ignores any public proxies configured to connect to the ASA.
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VPN always-on feature

Cisco Umbrella Roaming Security Module
The Cisco Umbrella Roaming Security module for Cisco AnyConnect Mobility Client provides always-on security
on any network, anywhere, any time - both on and off your corporate VPN. The Roaming Security module
enforces security at the DNS layer to block malware, phishing, and command and control callbacks over any
port. Umbrella provides real-time visibility into all Internet activity per hostname (and optionally AD username)
both on and off your network or VPN.
The Roaming Security module can replace your existing Umbrella roaming client if you already have
AnyConnect configured. The roaming module allows for full update control, and an option to disable
automatically behind a full tunnel VPN connection.
Note: The Roaming Security module requires a subscription to either Cisco Umbrella Roaming service or Cisco
Umbrella services (DNS Security Essentials, DNS Security Advantage, or SIG Essentials).
The Roaming Security module is available in a limited roaming security only package which provides only basic
DNS-layer security. For full Umbrella experience - Cisco Umbrella subscriptions provide IP Layer Enforcement,
access to the intelligent proxy for URL blocks, content filtering, multiple policies, robust reporting, active
directory integration, and more. The same Umbrella Roaming Security module is used regardless of the
subscription.
Umbrella provides real-time visibility into all of the Internet activity originating from the Roaming Security
module. The level of granularity in policies and reports depends on the Umbrella subscription.
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Cisco AMP Enabler
AnyConnect AMP Enabler is used as a medium for deploying Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) for
Endpoints. It pushes the AMP for Endpoints software to a subset of endpoints from a server hosted locally
within the enterprise and installs AMP services to its existing user base. This approach provides AnyConnect
user base administrators with an additional security agent that detects potential malware threats happening in
the network, removes those threats, and protects the enterprise from compromise. It saves bandwidth and time
taken to download, requires no changes on the portal side, and can be done without authentication credentials
being sent to the endpoint.
AMP Enabler Deployment:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/vpn_client/anyconnect/anyconnect41/administration/guide/b
_AnyConnect_Administrator_Guide_4-1/configure-amp-enabler.html

Cisco Duo (MFA and SSO)
Cisco Duo integrates with Cisco ASA or Cisco Firepower VPN to add two-factor authentication to AnyConnect
logins. Duo supports two-factor authentication in a variety of ways.
●

ASA-SSL VPN using SAML

●

ASA SSL VPN using RADIUS

●

ASA SSL VPN using LDAPS

●

FTD VPN using RADIUS

Cisco Duo (ASA and FTD): https://duo.com/docs/cisco

Appendix
Appendix A - Summary
This section summaries the "Secure Remote Worker Solution". In this guide, we have used the following Cisco
Security controls to protect the remote worker.
●

Cisco Secure AnyConnect Mobility Client (IPsec & SSL VPN) is used for a secure connection back to the
data center or to the cloud

●

Cisco Umbrella for DNS-layer security and IP enforcement

●

Cisco AMP for Endpoints for the protection against Malware

●

Cisco Duo for two-factor authentication and IdP.

A remote worker is protected by the solutions mentioned above when the remote worker is on or off the VPN
connection.
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Scenerio 1 – No VPN connection (remote user is protected by AMP for Endpoints, Umbrella, & Duo)

Remote worker is not connected to VPN

Scenerio 2 – VPN without a split tunnel (remote user is protected by AnyConnect VPN, AMP for Endpoints,
Umbrella, & Duo)

Remote worker is on VPN (no split tunnel)
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Scenerio 3 – VPN with a split tunnel (remote user is protected by AnyConnect VPN, AMP for Endpoints,
Umbrella DNS layer security, & Duo)

Remote worker is on VPN (split tunnel)

Scenerio 4 – VPN with a dynamic split tunnel (remote user is protected by AMP for Endpoints, Umbrella, & Duo)

Remote worker is on VPN (Dynamic split tunnel – exclude domain)
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Scenerio 5 – VPN with always-on VPN feature enabled (remote user is protected by AMP for Endpoints,
Umbrella, & Duo)

Remote worker is on the trusted network (always-on VPN)

Appendix B - Non-VPN Remote worker (Duo Network Gateway)
Remote workers without Cisco Secure AnyConnect Mobility Client can use Cisco Duo Network Gateway to
securely access internal web applications from any device, using any browser, from anywhere in the world.
Users can also remotely SSH to configured hosts through Duo Network Gateway after installing Duo's
connectivity tool, providing server access without a VPN.
Users first authenticate to Duo Network Gateway and approve a two-factor authentication request before they
may access your different protected services. Session awareness minimizes repeated MFA prompts as users
access additional services and hosts via your gateway.
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Non-VPN remote worker (Duo Network Gateway)

Appendix C - Maximum RAVPN sessions support on ASA and NGFW
The maximum number of remote access VPN sessions supported on the Cisco ASA and Cisco Next-Generation
Firewall.
Device

Maximum RAVPN session

Firepower 1010

75

Firepower 1120

250

Firepower 1140

400

Firepower 1150

800

Firepower 2110

1500

Firepower 2120

3500

Firepower 2130

7500

Firepower 2140

10000

Firepower 4110

10000

Firepower 4115

15000

Firepower 4120 & FPR 9300 SM-24

15000

Firepower 4125

20000

Firepower 4140 & FPR 9300 SM-36

20000

Firepower 4145

20000

Firepower 4150 & FPR 9300 SM-44

20000

Firepower 9300 SM-40

20000

Firepower 9300 SM-48

20000

Firepower 9300 SM-56

20000

FTDv (4 vCPU)

250

FTDv (8 vCPU)

250

FTDv (12 vCPU)

750

FTDv (D3v2 – Azure)

250

FTDv (D4v2 – Azure)

250

FTDv (D5v2 – Azure)

750
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Device

Maximum RAVPN session

FTDv (c3.xlarge – AWS)

250

FTDv (c4.xlarge – AWS)

250

FTDv (c5.2xlarge – AWS)

750

FTDv (c5.4xlarge – AWS)

750

ASAv5 (1 vCPU)

50

ASAv10 (1 vCPU)

250

ASAv30 (4 vCPU)

750

ASAv50 (8 vCPU)

10000

ASAv (c3.large – AWS)

250

ASAv (c3.xlarge – AWS)

750

ASAv (c3.2xlarge – AWS)

10000

ASAv (c4.large – AWS)

250

ASAv (c4.xlarge – AWS)

750

ASAv (c4.2xlarge – AWS)

10000

ASAv (c5.large – AWS)

250

ASAv (c5.xlarge – AWS)

750

ASAv (c5.2xlarge – AWS)

10000

There are more instances available in AWS and Azure, refer to the following link for more information on other
instance sizes:
Cisco ASAv datasheet: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/security/adaptive-security-virtualappliance-asav/datasheet-c78-733399.html
Cisco NGFWv datasheet: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/security/firepower-ngfwvirtual/datasheet-c78-742858.html

Appendix D - Licensing information
This section defines the packaging structure and licensing information for the Cisco AnyConnect secure mobility
client. The following AnyConnect VPN licenses are available:
●

Plus subscription license

●

Plus perpetual license

●

Apex subscription license

●

VPN only perpetual license
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Subscription licenses are term-based licenses available in terms of 12 to 60 months.
Perpetual licenses are permanent licenses.
Plus license includes basic VPN services such as device and per-application VPN, trusted network detection,
basic device context collection, FIPS compliance, Network Access Manager 802.1X supplicant, the Cloud Web
Security module, and the Cisco Umbrella Roaming module. The existing AnyConnect customers should think of
AnyConnect Plus as similar to the previous AnyConnect Essentials.
Apex license includes more advanced services such as endpoint posture checks (hostscan through ASA VPN,
or ISE Posture through the Cisco Identity Services Engine), network visibility, next-generation VPN encryption,
and clientless remote access VPN as well as all the capabilities of AnyConnect Plus. The existing AnyConnect
customers should think of AnyConnect Apex as similar to previous AnyConnect Premium and Premium Shared
Licenses.
●

Clientless (browser-based) VPN termination on the Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance

●

VPN compliance and posture agent in conjunction with the Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance

●

Unified compliance and posture agent in conjunction with the Cisco Identity Services Engine 1.3 or later

●

Next-generation encryption (Suite B) with AnyConnect and third-party (non-AnyConnect) IKEv2 VPN
clients

●

Network Visibility Module

●

ASA multi-context mode remote access

●

SAML Authentication (new in 4.4 with ASA 9.7.1 or later)

●

All Plus services described above
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VPN-only licenses are perpetual based, clientless, and may only be used on a single ASA. The web security
module, cisco umbrella roaming, ISE posture, network visibility is not supported. VPN-only license provides the
following functionality:
●

VPN functionality for PC and mobile platforms, including per-application VPN on mobile platforms, Cisco
phone VPN, and third-party (non-AnyConnect) IKEv2 VPN clients

●

Clientless (browser-based) VPN termination on the Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance

●

VPN-only compliance and posture agent in conjunction with the Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance

●

FIPS compliance

●

Next-generation encryption (Suite B) with AnyConnect and third-party (non-AnyConnect) IKEv2 VPN
clients

●

SAML Authentication (new in AnyConnect 4.4 with ASA 9.7.1 or later)

The Anyconnect Secure Mobility Licenses are supported on the following platforms:
●

Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (Physical and Virtual)

●

Cisco Next-Generation Firewall (Physical and Virtual)

●

Cisco Aggregation Services Router (ASR)

●

Cisco Integrated Services Router (ISR)

Appendix E - Acronyms
ACL - Access control list
ASA – Adaptative Security Appliance
FTD – Firepower Threat Defense
NGFW – Next-Generation Firewall
VPN – Virtual private network

Appendix F - References
This section will list all the references:
SAFE Secure Internet Edge Architecture Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise/design-zone-security/safe-architecture-guide-pinsecure-internet-edge.pdf

SAFE Secure Internet Architecture Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise/design-zone-security/safe-internet-architectureguide.pdf

SAFE Edge Remote Access VPN with DDoS Design Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise/design-zone-security/safe-design-guide-edgeremote-access-vpn-ddos.pdf

SAFE Secure Cloud for AWS Design Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise/design-zone-security/secure-aws-design.pdf
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Cisco AnyConnect VPN:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/security/anyconnect-secure-mobility-client/index.html

Cisco Anyconnect VPN Ordering Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/security/anyconnect-og.pdf

Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA):
https://www.cisco.com/go/asa

Cisco Next-Generation Firewall (NGFW):
https://www.cisco.com/go/ngfw

Cisco Anyconnect Secure Mobility License Ordering Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/security/anyconnect-og.pdf
Cisco Umbrella Roaming Security Module:
https://docs.umbrella.com/deployment-umbrella/docs/anyconnect-umbrella-roaming-security-clientadministrator-guide
Cisco ASAv datasheet:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/security/adaptive-security-virtual-applianceasav/datasheet-c78-733399.html
Cisco NGFWv datasheet:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/security/firepower-ngfw-virtual/datasheet-c78742858.html
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Remote access VPN Load Balancing on ASA 5500 Series Configuration Example:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security/asa-5500-x-series-next-generation-firewalls/68328remotevpn-loadbal-asa.html
Duo configuration Guide (ASA and FTD):
http://duo.com/docs/
Cisco Duo Network Gateway:
https://duo.com/docs/dng
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